
 

School Home Learning Grid 

1. Choose 1 task from this grid per day to complete alongside your Literacy and Numeracy task 

 2. Complete 1 other task from the HWB grid to complete per day  

3. You can choose another task from the whole school grids to complete if you wish 

 ‘The Icky Sticky Chameleon’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7WrCrJIZKk  (Listen to the story online) 

 

 

 



 

IDL 
 
Chameleons typically live in tropical and 

subtropical forests, deserts and 

coastlines. Can you find 5 places where 

chameleons live and mark them on the 

map. Use the key to colour in each 

square and write the place name 

underneath.  
 
https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/inde

x.html?a=gtkr_chame_s15 
 

https://www.livescience.com/51061-
chameleon.html 

 
https://animals.sandiegozoo.org/animal

s/chameleon 
 

Use Google Earth to explore the places 

where Chameleons live by dragging the 

person icon onto the map. Can you spot 

any chameleons? 
  

https://earth.google.com/web/ 
 

 

IDL 
 

What colours would you turn if you were a 

Chameleon? Copy the red parts of the 

poem into your jotter and have fun filling 

out the rest! You can write as many verses 

as you like! 

 
If I were a CHAMELEON ….. 
If I Was A Chameleon 

It would be so much fun. 

Into a hundred colours I’d turn.  

I’d turn pink when I sit on fluffy 

candyfloss and roll in blosson petals. 

 

I’d turn blue when I swim in sparlking 

rivers and jump throught the clear blue 

sky.  

 

I’d turn white when I sit on a polar bears 

back and crawl through the crispy snow.  

 

Etc….. 

 

You see, it would be so much fun 

If I was a chameleon. 

Expressive Arts 

Benefits of Colouring For Children 
Colouring can be a highly effective way of 
fostering physical and psychological wellbeing 
in children. While it's a relaxing form of self-
expression that stimulates creativity it also 
promotes a range of benefits to nurture well-
being. 

• Enhances fine motor development 
• Improves hand-eye co-ordination 
• Develops spatial awareness 
• Builds concentration and focus 
• Relaxes and releases emotions 

 
Print off some of the Chameleon mindfulness 
colouring sheets OR create your own to colour 
in! See a wider range below.  
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Modern Languages 
 
After this week you should know where 

Chameleons live. But where do you live?  
 
Learn how to say the phrases below in 
French.  
J’habite a Edinburgh  
(I live in Edinburgh) 
 
J’habite en Ecosse  
(I live in Scotland)  
 
Ou habitez vous? 
(Where do you live?) 
The link below will help with the 

pronunciation.  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EI8r
Y9Kfyks 
 
TUCKET THE BUCKET –  
Listen to the story below. Make sure 

you click on the subtitles/enclosed 

captions icon so you can read it in 

English. Can you spot the Chameleon in 

the story?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwura

XLfuQE 

Technology 
 

Hidden Animal Art  -  
 

This is a great game that really 

demonstrates how blending in with 

their environment is helpful to animals! 

 
(INSTRUCTIONS BELOW) 

 

 
 

 

 

Science 
 

The Chameleon is very good at 

camouflaging. But what does this mean?  

 

In nature, most animals blend into 

their environment or conceal their 

shape. They are very hard to see. This 

way they survive, and if they survive, 

then they can reproduce and have 

babies.  
 

Below are links to some great books to 

read together.  
 

The Best Camouflaged Animals 
 

https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?

a=ea_bcani_s12 

 

Camouflage and Mimicry   
 

https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?

a=awd_cmimi_s12 

 

Colour Camouflage  
 

https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?

a=si_colors_s11 

https://kids.kiddle.co/
https://kids.kiddle.co/
https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=awd_cmimi_s12
https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=awd_cmimi_s12


 

 

 

HIDDEN ANIMAL ART  
 

Step 1:  Go outside and 

collect leaves, sticks, and 

anything else that might be 

interesting to add to your 

artwork! 

 

Step 2:  Print,  colour and 

cut some lizards or draw your 

own.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3:  Paint a piece of 

cereal box cardboard with 

outdoorsy colours e.g   

greens and browns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4:  When the paint is 

dry, glue on your animals, and 

help them to blend in with 

their surroundings by gluing 

on your items from nature. 
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Mental and Emotional Well-Being  
 

WALT learn skills and strategies that will help me through challenging times. 
 

Make a mindful jar. First get a clear jar (a washed out jam jar). Fill it with water, 
washing up liquid and glitter or glitter glue. If you don’t have glitter look in your 
recycling to see if you have anything reflective and cut it up. You can also use 
different coloured beads, Lego  or food colouring and oil. 
 
Imagine the mindful jar represents what you may be thinking.  Let’s see what might 
happen:- 

• We wake up, and things are pretty settled. We can see that clearly. (Show how all the 
glitter has settled on the bottom of the jar.) 

• But pretty soon, things start swirling around. Maybe we are running late (swirl the jar). Our 
big sister eats the last pancake for breakfast, and it leads to a fight (shake the jar). We 
hear scary things on the news (swirl the jar). 

• Now it’s only a few minutes into the day, and we can’t see clearly because all of our 
thoughts and feelings and urges are getting in the way.  

• So what is the one thing we can do to get the glitter to settle and see clearly again?  
• Be still! And what happens when we are still? We can see clearly again.  
• There is also no way to rush being still. We can’t push all the glitter down to the bottom. 

We just have to watch and wait. No amount of effort will make it settle sooner.  
• When things become clear, we’ll know the wise next thing to do. In fact, that’s one 

definition of wisdom: seeing things as they are and choosing how to act.  
• While we wait, does the glitter go away? No, it stays at the bottom. Our thoughts and 

feelings and urges are still in our minds, but they are no longer in our way, clouding our 
vision. 

Physical Well-Being 
 

WALT participate in physical 
activity to have fun and be 

healthy. 
 

Go outside and play on your 
bike, scooter, skateboard, roller 

skates. You could even play a 
game in the garden or outdoor 

area. Football, basketball etc. As 
long as you are outside. 

 
 
 

   



 

 

 

 

 
MAP KEY –  

 

 

_____________________               _________________________           ________________________             _________________________         _________________________ 

      



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 


